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Here you can find the menu of American Wings Hibachi in Riverdale. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Erica J likes about

American Wings Hibachi:
They get five stars just based on the Hibachi dish. I got the Chicken hibachi, It was so flavorful and they give you
plenty. The Steak and shrimp Hibachi dish is also good.The meat is seasoned and grilled so well I feel like you

don't even need Yum yum sauce on it. The rice is fluffy and the fresh vegetables with seasoned meat mixed in it
is food heaven ! This place is a hidden gem for hibachi lovers Food: 5 Service:... read more. The premises in the
restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What Ellen

Nguyen doesn't like about American Wings Hibachi:
The time is advertise that they close at 9pm, arrived at the restaurant at 8:35pm waited in line for about 5mins

when the guy says they done for the night he isn't cooking anymore rice. If there is a cut off time, that should be
advertised as well. Such an inconvenience and waste of time.Food: 4/5 read more. If you want to try fine

American menus like burgers or barbecue, American Wings Hibachi from Riverdale is the place to be, There are
also delicious South American dishes on the menu. In case you want to have breakfast, a hearty brunch is

offered to you.
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Chicke�
HOT WINGS

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE
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TUNA STEAK
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